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Abstract: The advent of Industry 4.0 (I4.0) has pushed technology beyond its physical limits, making the process prone to errors and poorer performance. Whether it is about smart manufacturing where mass customization is envisaged, or collaborative human–robot engineering systems, the pyramid of process operation has changed to a matrix form and control is the backbone of all process elements. The paper gives a concise guideline as to how, when, where, and what to apply when it comes to choosing the most suitable control strategy as a function of multi-parameter objective optimization. Both proportional-integral-derivative (PID) and model predictive control (MPC) control are addressed in this context.
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1. Introduction: Why

During the ETFA (Emerging Technologies and Factory Automation) held in Cyprus 2017, control was presented as a valuable and critical component of Industry 4.0 (I4.0) in many presentations and panel discussions with industry specialists and academics. The motivation was that merging automation with information technology requires features where control plays a key role that is vital for process performance in general. Features such as human-in-production line and plug-and-produce concepts require the presence, flexibility, and reliability of control as an intrinsic component of the new matrix approach [1]. Alas, control is present, but scarcely flexible and reliable, as concluded at the recently held industrial panel discussions at the International Federation of Automatic Control (IFAC) conference on Advances in Proportional-Integral-Derivative Control held in Belgium 2018 (www.pid18.ugent.be) and from reports on Industry in Flanders from more than 80 companies (www.flandersmake.be).

Two recently published survey papers on control in industrial applications indicated important items requiring attention from the control community [2,3]. Some of these problematic/open
features are: networks with multiple clocks, batch processes, queuing, proportional-integral-derivative (PID)-related control structures, and the fractional order PID control. For all these features, a common advantage of the proper structuring and tuning of controller settings is energy minimization, or equivalently, waste minimization. This is the essence of any efficient, productive management process and is one of the most important factors in the decision-making tree of allocating priorities within the matrix formulation of I4.0 and inherent control components.

The remainder of this paper is centered around the duality of using PID and MPC (model predictive control) types of control structures within the context of factory automation. Related to this is the ambiguity of how and when to re-tune controller parameters in the context of emerging changes in automation structure and challenges thereof for control technology.

2. On the PID and MPC Control Duality: What

Following the 2014 World Congress, IFAC launched an industry committee with the purpose of increasing industry participation and impact in its activities. A survey of the committee members’ views has been consequently published in [4], where a most notable question upon the impact of specific advanced control technologies delivered a top-three result ranked in the order of their relevance: (i) PID control; (ii) MPC; and (iii) system identification. This result correlates with worldwide efforts towards I4.0 revision of the current state of practice. Of these, one may identify a core trend on data-driven analysis for structure, for performance monitoring, and for interaction assessment and mitigation.

PID control is a mature and established methodology and remains the bread and butter of a control engineer’s process [5–11]. The tuning of PID controllers is efficient, yet versatile within the context of process automation. With the increasing availability of data as a result of the technology push, PID control requires revision in terms of data processing.

Data-driven structures related to control design are achieved either through virtual reference feedback tuning or fictitious reference iterative tuning [12], either revisiting basic control schemes [13,14]. In the first case, the usual algorithm consists of two steps: (i) feedback controller parameters calculated by minimizing the evaluation function relating to the disturbance response, and (ii) relating to the reference response. Efficient one-step tuning techniques are now available based on accessible data from the process, as described in [12]. An analysis on the state of use of basic process control structures reveals much room for improvement even at the PID level, particularly for feedforward control and ratio control [13]. For systems with time delays, which is a common feature in the industry, PID control parameterization in a closed loop with a predictor may be reduced to a P, PI, or PID controller with robustness specification [14]. It turns out that when a trade-off is made between IAE-based performance and M-based robustness [15], the delay error causes a disadvantage for the Smith predictor schemes, making them unusable for large values of M-based robustness. Instead, a predictive PI scheme can offer greatly improved results. In conclusion, an acclaimed method for delay-dominant processes, the Smith predictor, is shown to be outperformed by revisited PI and PID schemes with improved tuning mechanisms.

Data-driven performance monitoring to detect problems in PID loops is widely used in common factory automation architecture [6]. A plethora of software tools exist in industry for such a purpose and they are standardly used in practice. However, it was suggested that improvement may be achieved if comparable and standardized datasets could be used for testing [16]. With digitalization at hand as well as the expansion of production sites, wireless networks are a common platform for monitoring performance in factory automation. They have the advantage of flexibility and scalability when compared to wired communication. The problem of packet error rate arises from hybrid wired/wireless networks and solutions are proposed in [17] for ensuring reliability by applying machine safety standards. A special case of PID controllers are the so-called fractional order PID controllers. In [18], a study was conducted on the plant-independent evaluation of this emerging class of PID control. Some of their identified advantages were related to band-limited frequency intervals of
specific performance specifications, as they have more tuning parameters and thus an increased degree of freedom to accomplish desired properties. Despite their very limited expansion within the industry, their potential is significant and could resolve some of the current bottlenecks [19,20]. However, there is much work to be done towards providing tools suitable for industrial relevance, as fractional order PID controllers are only just emerging in the control community.

Data-driven interaction assessment and mitigation for basic control loops has the advantage of not requiring the existence of an apriori model in the startup. A challenge for modeling would be the fact that interactions stem from loops with different rates. Solutions based on data availability for such situations are given in [21], thus avoiding the burden of a modeling procedure. On the fly, PID parameter tuning is achieved by a revisited tuning mechanism for dual-rate cascade control loops. Tackling a similar problem, a closed loop data-driven PID control design was proposed in [22] by minimizing a fictitious reference and ensuring robust stability of the loop.

Next to the data-driven controller design, a concept that is introduced by I4.0 as an additional term and definition is that of the Digital Twin. It is described as a tool to build highly accurate simulation models of the process. As discussed in [23], there is a clear need to disambiguate the concept. Recommendations were given to device manufacturers, system integrators, plant operators, and I4.0 architecture developers in order to clarify the terms Asset Administration Shell and Digital Twin as: (i) both terms converge against each other, with Digital Twin being an enriched synonym for the other, and (ii) the restriction of the Digital Twin on pure simulation model aspects is insufficient. These are shortlisted as:

- System integrators have to deal with the creation of interoperable digital models in the scope of their services;
- Device manufacturers need to develop and provide digital libraries of their devices including their I4.0 interfaces;
- Plant operators need to demand the use of standardized I4.0-ready components in their call for tenders.

The co-existence of data-driven control design (or re-tuning) and the Digital Twin may be exploited as a way to maintain and improve the performance monitoring of the process.

Besides PID control, there are some advanced control strategies in the industry, as summarized in [4]. There are several survey papers analyzing the use of MPC in an industrial framework [24,25].

Among research directions, the hierarchical control of plant-wide optimization is mentioned, in which at a higher layer the overall operating points of the plant (computed-based on economic optimization) are transmitted to the intermediary MPC layer. The latter computes an optimal set of reference values taking constraints and other interactions into account and relies heavily on PID controllers placed on the bottom control layer to execute short-term decisions for the actuators from the individual control loops [26–28]. The schematic representation of this strategy is given in Figure 1, where the three layers of hierarchical control are outlined with a blue dashed line, whereas the process composed of three sub-systems is marked with a green dotted line. Note that the single-headed arrows depict a unidirectional communication flow, whereas the double-headed arrows mark a bidirectional information exchange.

Another control approach is partitioning the plant into several interconnected modules, each one controlled by a local MPC which takes into account the inherent coupling and communicates with the other MPCs in order to solve its local optimization problem. This strategy is called distributed MPC (DMPC) (see review paper [29] or book [30]) and can provide an optimal or sub-optimal solution, depending on the optimization strategy employed. In Figure 2, a schematic representation of the DMPC strategy is provided. The local sub-systems are dynamically coupled, (denoted with double-headed green arrows), and are controlled by local DMPC controllers that exchange relevant information from the local optimization point of view, which are marked with double-headed blue arrows.
Within the industrial context, an open challenge is presented by the data-based monitoring and reconfiguration of the DMPC control architecture in the presence of sensors/actuators faults [31].

3. Where Can We Use These Tools?

Of the application parts in the factory automation architecture, here are some listed within the context described in the previous section.

Nearly all applications of control in the process industries are regulatory control that aim to stabilize the process operation. All automation systems come with an implementation of PID controllers. Originally, the MPC applications were installed on personal computers and communicated with the base layer or PLCs via the bus system, e.g., Ethernet or OPC standards. MPC migrated to level 2 on the automation pyramid and could be easily interlinked with the base control layer of regulatory PID [32]. Manufacturing has an increasing demand for flexibility, self-optimizing plants, and human–robot cooperation. The use of collaborative robots in an automated production line is also one of the main trajectories in I4.0. A current trend in the control of such complex systems is the combination of the human–machine interaction, i.e., human–robot interaction. The MPC arises as a natural solution to predict actions from either of the players (human or machine) and optimally provide reference trajectories to each of them within the joint global optimization problem, such as path planning, force exercise, etc. A schematic representation of the human–robot interaction in the industrial environment is given in Figure 3.
The changes and challenges to be tackled in I4.0 with the impact of automation technology on control technology can be summarized as follows:

- Organizational: controller parameter determined automatically; results to be represented as Key Performance Indicators (KPIs) for non-expert evaluation.
- Technological: truly distributed control in the form of simple, cheap control algorithms, based on multiple measurements that can communicate with each other.
- Technological: wireless communication that requires no equidistant sampling and no measurement available for extended periods of time.
- Technological: cloud storage with increased computational power available for historical data analysis as well as available and exchangeable data from other sources.
- Business drivers: increased need for auto-tuning for changing operating conditions.

The transition towards a cyber-physical production system is thus imminent and requires machine-to-machine connectivity and reliability [33]. Ideally, this will imply a high level of security without requiring intense modifications of the production network or production device [34,35]. Inclusive interfaces for human–machine context are also necessary tools [36]. Ideally, this is an adaptive framework as individuals with various degrees of expertise and practice may be shuffled into various segments of the production. A flexible solution to overcome the high demand in scalability and product specificity is to gradually converge to a plug and produce system of production with generic device or machine configuration and adapters [37,38]. The Digital Twin could then be easily adapted and used for the custom simulation of products [39,40].

4. The Leaders and Followers: Who

In the industry, adaptive control is often obtained by manual ad hoc design for which no systematic tools exist to support the user. This approach has a few downsides. Firstly, it requires a good control engineer and considerable effort to realize a well-performing manually-defined adaptive controller. This follows naturally from the fact that the engineer has to use their insight to formulate the appropriate adaptation schemes. Secondly, this approach does not scale very well since the amount of effort needed for manual tuning increases significantly. Thirdly, the approach also does not lend itself to new and complex problems as insight will need to be derived first before any sort of adaptive scheme can be manually built.

From this overview, we can conclude that while we use existing robust and optimal control methods to optimize control actions, given the current context we want to make improvements with respect to the state-of-the-art and state-of-the-practice in several other ways:

- To simplify implementation by performing computationally intensive optimization offline.
- To develop tools that are generic and can be used for many different types of controllers.
- To develop controllers that adapt to variations in context; however, we cannot assume in advance that we know what context variables are relevant.
In general, the growth of the industrial control and factory automation market is due to the increasing demand for the automation and adoption of I4.0 in manufacturing industries. However, compared to the hard automation that has driven industrial innovation in the last few decades, new automation needs to be flexible and adapt to variations in environmental conditions and to variations in products being manufactured. Therefore, the growing demand in automation goes hand-in-hand with a demand for flexible controllers.

The main industrial sectors for context-aware controllers are: machine manufacturing, machine components manufacturing, and software engineering tools developing companies. The main focus is to use and implement context-aware controllers in their products or services. The common factor within the industry is that companies are confronted with changing conditions in either production or machine operation.

Following the I4.0 paradigm shift, worldwide industry leaders present tools for softening the transition from the current to the future state of industry background. ABB proposes the use of AutomationML tools for interoperability among various other existing tools [41]. They also propose an algorithm for the automatic generation of plant topology from information received/monitored in an operations data flow [42]. Within the standard networking environment, Emerson proposes a Linux-based standard to regulate network flow within the process automation [43]. On one side it is clear that the industry pushes forward as the technology push is processed. Standardization would on one hand ease the challenges for control, while on the other hand it would also provide a global framework of communication and understanding, making evaluation and monitoring an easier task, therefore increasing transparency among players.

Important, if not vital, is the availability of student software tools for the understanding of control, i.e., PID tuning [5,8,44] and MPC tuning [45–47]. This is an important aspect for preparing future engineers for the updated context of factory automation as well as the readily at-hand tools integrated into the process control loops (e.g., auto-tuning).

5. A Matter of Tuning: When

According to [48], a well-tuned PID controller loses 60% of its performance after the first six months of operation. Performance monitoring is thus essential in the decision-making process of auto-tuning the base control layer in order to ensure optimal performance in the upper layers (MPC) [49]. This is schematically represented in Figure 4. Despite the broad applicability of PID control, there is the question as to when PID control is a good choice for the respective loop dynamics. A comprehensive discussion against generic linear time invariant (LTI) controllers is given in [50]. An alternative to MPC is found in the constrained predictive PID controllers that are proposed in [51], presented as a solution to overcome wireless communication-related control challenges.

![Figure 4](image)

**Figure 4.** The performance of the context-aware controller will be optimal with the right balance between enough complexity and not too many misdetections.

Short and robust experiments are clearly preferred to long, costly tests for identifying controller parameters that are given a set of specifications for closed loop performance [52]. Recent advances in
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auto-tuning methods include both integer-order [53–56] and fractional order tuning algorithms [57]. Furthermore, an interesting decision-making algorithm for tuning controller parameter is based on event-trigger auto-tuning [54–56].

6. Conclusions

The aim of this paper is to give an overview of the current challenges in the industry from the control perspective. In this article, guidelines on how, when, where, and what to apply when the decision on the most suitable control strategy has to be made, while also considering the multi-parameter objective optimization. For this, we have considered both classic (PID) and advanced control (MPC). I4.0 technologies seem to be rapidly evolving, and there is room to iterate. Learning from previous experiences can inform the next set of initiatives and help home in on the next list of priorities.

Changes are happening quickly, but with change often comes opportunity—the opportunity to exploit I4.0’s ability to play an integral role in strategic decision-making, broader ecosystem integration, and the customization of products and services to the specific needs of customers and clients.
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